
Tablet Tableaux



The concept
Tablet Tableaux is an art exhibit 

showcasing a modern take on an 

ancient theme – the Torah. The stories 

of each parsha are depicted through 

vibrant imagery on 54 large canvases 

that bring the Torah to life for people 

of all ages and backgrounds.
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The artist
Sheila Nemtin Levine is a self-

taught artist who has experimented 

in different mediums over the years. 

Sheila has combined her artistic 

talents and strong Jewish identity 

to create Tablet Tableaux.
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The exhibit
Audio guide

Self-guided audio tour 
accessible on smartphone 

(up to 180 mins)

Artist tour
Live guided tour by artist 

(60 mins)

Book
Hard cover coffee table 

book available for purchase  
($54.00 + tax)
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The opportunity
The exhibit can serve as an ideal platform for:
• Fundraising events
• Jewish educational experiences (bar/bat 

mitzvah programs, Jewish day school and 
after-school programs)

• Community outreach programming
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The reaction
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“Thank you for enlightening the world 
with your paintings and interpretations 
of the parshas. You have sparked 
interest in young and old alike… not 
only by creating these paintings, but 
also by creating the audio guide and 
book as well.”
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“What you have created is the first 
of its kind. Inspirational, 
emotional, educational, spiritual 
and stunning at the same time.”

“Each tableau is filled with so much 
detail, depth and symbolism. You 
have created a beautiful story of all 
the parshot. These stories are 
brought to life. You have created a 
legacy for our people.”

“What an incredible perspective 
on the Jewish parshas. The 
approach opens a whole new 
way of understanding the Jewish 
experience. This is so relevant to 
understanding our world today.”

“What an amazing legacy. This is 
such a wonderful display to teach 
our future generations. What a 
priceless gift!”

“I grew up traditionally with no 
specific Jewish education. I was in 
shul because that is what you do. 
Now I understand more of what I 
missed while sitting in shul. Thank 
you.”
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The buzz
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Contact information
Sheila Nemtin Levine
(514) 953-9221
sheila@tablettableaux.com
www.tablettableaux.com
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